Supplementary Figure 1

A) Isolated LM from H1299 BCL-2b5 cells and performed cross-linking with BMH

Resolved cross-linked LM by preparative gel electrophoresis

Pooled fractions containing NAF-1/BCL-2 dimer and immunoprecipitated with anti-BCL-2 antibody

Resolved immunoprecipitate by SDS-PAGE and excised band containing NAF-1/BCL-2

Identification by tandem LC MS/MS

B) Fraction # Load 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125

M_x 10^3 175 83 62 47.5 32.5 25

HA-BCL-2b5

α BCL-2